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Modern embedded systems provide highly functional features. The increasing cost of the
development of software for these devices became serious problem. Traditionally, embedded sys-
tems are required to execute real-time tasks such as wireless transmission. In addition, modern
embedded systems are also required to execute highly functional software such as web browsers.
For satisfying these conicting requirements, the method of executing Real-Time OSes(RTOSes)
and General Purpose OSes(GPOSes) on single hardware with Virtual Machine Monitors(VMMs)
is considered as eective solution.
The method of development with VMMs are considered eective because it can establish
real-time requirements, low development cost, isolation between guest OSes. But it also has the
problems which are caused by the nature of VMMs. For example, VMMs cause the phenomenon
called Lock Holder Preemption(LHP). This phenomenon is caused when the thread of guest OS
which is executing the critical section protected by the mutex based on busy wait mechanism is
preempted. If the guest OS has multiple CPUs, the thread on another virtual CPU (vCPU) may
try to acquire the mutex which is already acquired by the thread on the preempted vCPU and
wastes amount of CPU time. This phenomenon causes fatal degradation of the performance of
guest OSes.
This problem is not implementation specic and can be found on any VMMs. Because VMMs
do not aware of the threads of the guest OSes. They only schedule the CPU resources with the
unit of vCPU. This fundamental principle is the reason of the problem.
The problem is the general one of any VMMs, so there are already existing solutions for solving
the problem. But the existing solutions are targeting the VMMs for server side computing. Thus
they can not be applied to the VMMs for real-time embedded systems.
In this work, we propose the solution which can avoid the performance degradation and be
applied to real-time embedded systems.
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